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RQ1. Are the universal laws, including laws of mathematics and physics, different in these universes?
C:
Yes.
2.
C:

What is the purpose of creating separate universes?
Distribution, spread and growth of life.

3. Suppose we go to a different universe. What would we see? Similar things like galaxies, stars and
planets like ours, or would it look different?
C: You cannot go, so you cannot see. Many common elements exist; many unique elements to each,
also exist.
4. Since there are 9 of them, there's got be some fundamental difference between the properties or
features of these universes. What are the major differences?
C: Properties of matter differ between universes, chemistry is unique to each. Many substances,
meaning the atoms which comprise them, are unique to that universe. The building blocks your
universe calls protons, neutrons and electrons are not the same in every universe.
5. Why 9? Why not 8 or 10?
C: Three triangles. Three rotating groups of three each.
6. Is it possible to exchange messages and communicate with beings who are there in other universes?
Get visuals perhaps?
C: No.
7.
C:

Have the ETs researched about the other universes?
Some have, yes.

8. If there is not supposed to be any exchange of material or souls between these universes but black
holes are points of connections, what is the purpose of the black holes?
C: They are the joints. The toe is not the hip and neither can exchange places with the other, but they
are connected by the distant, if unreachable knee.
9.
C:

Will these universes exist forever or get destroyed someday. If so, how?
There is no time applicable to the existence of universes, they exist always.

WhatisGod?
Q: Esteemed Committee, no introduction from me or any human is needed for this topic. It’s one of
the most debated, loved and hated things discussed by humans the world over. What is God?
C: We shall begin by saying what God is not, which is religion. Many human belief systems link, join
and connect these as if inseparable, but they are unique and distinct. God is always; religious ideas are
mutable.
Q: The English word God is a version of the word good. Goed/God in Nederlands, gut/Gott auf
Deutsch, etcetera. Dios, Dieu, Deus and Dio in Spanish, French, Portuguese and Italian, respectively
and the many names go on across Planet Earth. Allah in Arabic and other words also, which sound
much different. Bog in Russian, Kami in Japanese are two examples (phonetic transliterations from
non-Roman alphabets) The Latin languages words are similar to the verb "to give". God = gives good.
C: Yes.
Q: The image of a tall, large senior citizen male dressed in robes, with long, flowing white beard who

is all powerful, all knowing; a man who hands out rewards and punishments for positive and negative
behaviors, acts, sins, kindness and generosity; is this true?
C: It is as true or as false, as human belief wants.
Q: Okay, for those among us who do not have this image or belief, can you describe God?
C: You are God, individually and collectively, both at the same time. Each soul in existence, is an
equal partner, member and participant, with equivalent authority, power, control and responsibility.
When a human prays to God, s/he prays to the collective of all souls. You pray to everyone and to
yourself when you seek God, as you speak to God and ask for help from God.
Q: Did God create the nine universes?
C: Yes, you all did.
Q: So when the word source is used, that means all of us?
C: Yes, but we like the English word base, meaning basis, foundation or essence. Source means origin,
start or beginning but your soul has no beginning or ending. Thus basis or essence is a little more
accurate. Using the word source however, is good also.
Q: The word all in English (and similar versions in Germanic languages, for example alle in Dutch
or German) meaning everything, comes from the Arabic word for God?
C: Yes.
Q: The bible story about God creating the Heavens and Earth, refers to the creation of the nine
universes?
C: Yes.
Q: How did we create them and why?
C: We created them by choice, nothing more complicated than that. The reason we did it was to live,
not simply exist. To enjoy, not just be. To expand, not just occupy. To create space, not just fill it.
Q: When we did this, how long was required to do it?
C: Time does not exist, this question has no answer.
Q: Often it is said, we can go back to source, to the beginning but we lose our individuality, we
become part of the source collective.
C: You lose nothing; you voluntarily exchange what you have for something else you have or want to
have. This return is not permanent; you can and may switch tracks, trains and stations as you prefer, as
you like and as you please.
Q: So we created a massive collective of souls, in other words, God. We became unique, distinct and
different individuals.
C: Yes, however always connected. Always one of many, many of one. We are all connected always.
Q: This sounds like our privacy is violated.
C: It is. Voluntarily, with intent, desire and love.
Q: To say we love God, means what?
C: It means we love all humans, all souls and all things.
Q: Since we don't easily see souls, or not at all in the case of some people, then we mostly love
humans and things on Earth. Is this a limitation?
C: No, it is simply a partial view, which sets aside distractions to allow specific focus. A research
scientist sets aside family and friends for the times and moments when s/he works. This enhances the

benefit of the activity, for all.
Q: Is there anything we can do for God that we humans do not do now?
C: Everything humans do is for God, because humans are.
Q: Does God have gender?
C: If a human female wishes to see a male God, she can and may. If she prefers a female, that is just
as good. Any gender view or role, seen from any gender view or role, is good.
Q: Why can't souls go to other universes? I can see how the physical differences such as chemistry
and elements prevent a human or other physical beings, but why is our purely energetic soul prevented?
C: You and we cannot go because our souls are not congruent with the energy of the other universes.
Occupants and inhabitants of the others cannot come to ours either.
Q: Can't we ask God for help doing it?
C: You can ask yourselves all day long and well into the night if you like, but you created the nine
universes on purpose, with specific intent to join and be part of one. Only. The leaf of the oak tree
cannot join the pine, but they both exist in the same forest. To convert one to the other, takes away both.
Q: The religious angle to God, that s/he represents the ultimate authority, developed why?
C: It is easier to see a direct answer, solution and decision than to work for a collective agreement.
The beauty of life and existence are disagreement, diversity and differences. Comparison, contrast and
color. Watching humans now contradict the essence of God, by emphasizing diverse physicality while
imposing singular ideas, causes much dissonance among the many of you because it goes against your
nature. Because time seems limited, the amount needed to convince, persuade or inform a majority is
often seen as too onerous. Appeal to a central decision maker holds appeal, inside a time limit illusion.
Q: The belief Jesus Christ was the son of God, is true?
C: Of course, all of us, you and I and we together, are the same. Certainly, all humans are the
children of God, with equal stature, power, authority and reach. Jesus said so many times, that he did
nothing other humans could not also do.
Q: So we can't we heal the sick or repair injuries and wounds like magic?
C: Because you choose to believe it is magic and unattainable. You believe you can create life and so
you have babies. You believe you can end life, so you kill. What is believed and what is, are the color,
contrast and comparison we mentioned already.
Q: What could we say to the disbeliever, who says there is no God?
C: Okay, but you are. We all love one another, no matter what the beliefs, agreements or
disagreements might be.
Q: Thank you, most Esteemed Committee. My gratitude for your participation.
C: Our love for you all in return.

